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THE PROBLE!JT AND SOURCES OF INFORNATION 
The material contained in this report presents a period 
of development in manual instruction. It is hoped that som.e 
definite program of organization can be 1°eached. Selected 
phrases and definitions will be given in this report in or-
der that a better understanding and definite conclusions may 
be reached with the proper clarity to all concerned. 
The Purpose of the S__:tupy~. This study was :made by tho 
writer because of his interest in this f:'Leld. r:f.1he study was 
also undertaken because of the need, both of the present and 
of the future. The present course of study is not adequate 
for tb.e number of subjects offered. The course of study was 
originally formulated for woodworking only, and since then 
leather, drawing, and plastics have been added to the curr-
iculum. It is r.10ped that this study might help someone else 
who is teaching in a small high school, as well as the writ-
er. 
Delimitations .9f the Stud){. This report does not contain 
the various metb.ods of teaching the general shop in a small 
high school. The writer believes that no two people teach the 
same way and that each teacher should teach the way he is 
best suited. 
Research S:ech11ique. The information obtained on this 
~-
m.:i.bject was obtained principally from the magazines, parn-
phlets, and books found in the Oklahoma State University 
library. Books and articles written by recognized educators 
were used as reference in the history of industrial arts. 
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Definition of Terms. In order to assure a better under-
standing of what is presented in this report, it is necess-
ary that some terms be definod. These definitions selected 
from various sources are: 
General Education. General education aims to dev-
elop general intelligence, the power of apprecia-
tion in all cornrr1on fields of utilization, and the 
ability to use languages, mathematics, scientific 
methods, etc., without reference to any specific 
calling. (S, page 2). 
:Manual T1,aininr;. Any forrn of constructional work 
that serves to develop the powers of the pupil 
through spontaneous and intelligent self-activity. 
The power of observation is developed through ex-
acting demands upon the senses, the reason by con-
stant necessity for thought before action, and the 
will by the formation of habits of patient, careful 
application. (19, page 15). 
HamJ.al Arts. A term used to describe ,such sub ·jects 
as woodworkin,~, mechanical drawinG, metal worl~, 
printing, leather work, jewelery making, clay work, 
bookbinding, etc., 1-;rhen taught as a form of general 
education having its chief purpose that of develop-
ing within the pupil., through work in the school 
shops, manual skill and an appreciation of good 
design and construction by practice with a variety 
of exercises and practical projects of personal 
value. (28, page 29). 
Industrial Arts. A phase of general education that 
concerns itself with the materials, processes, and 
products of manufacture, and with the contribution 
of these engages in industry. (22, page 15). 
Industrial Education. A generic term including all 
educational activities concerned with modern in-
dustry, its raw materials, products, machines, per-
sonnel, and problems. It therefore includes both 
industrial arts and vocational industrial educa-
tion. ( 11, page 7). 
General Shop. Shops that are planned and equipped 
to teach two or more distinct types of shopwork 
at tb.e same time under one teacher ar'e general 
shops. (22, page 15). 
S_l_oyd. A system of hand training wbJ.ch gratified 
more fully the child 1 s creative impulses and 
seemed in other respects better adjusted to the 
nature of the child. (1, page 178). 
Review of Similar Studies. Three sim.ilar studies, or 
studies concerned with the general shop, which the writer 
found to be of significant help in preparing this study 
are reviewed in the following paragraphs. 
Gibson, Ilu_bert Ii.., 1-Ji. P1~01?osed General ~ Pror;rarr1 for 
3 
a Small H:1.gh School, a master I s report completed at Oklahoma 
Agricultural and J:fochanical College, Still·water, Oklahoma. 
The purpose of the study was to determine a good progran1 
fop a small high school. This study was made in 1955. 
BerPy, Oscar B., The Develon:ment of_§: General Shop 
Program for .§: Small Higl! School, a master 1 s report com-
pleted in 1955 at Oklahoma Agricultu1..,al and Mechanical 
College, Stillwater, Oklahoma. The purpose of tb.is report 
was to present information that should be followed in dev-
oping a general shop program for a small high school. 
Carr, Thomas C., A Proposed General Sl:J..012. Course for the 
Junior Hig;l1 School of SarJulpa, Oklahoma, a master 1 s report 
completed in 19ti"8 at 01dab.oma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College, Stillwater, Oklahoma. '.rhis report is to set up a 
general shop program fop a specific school. 
Organization of Remaining Chapters. Chapter two is con-
corned with the history of the gene:eal shop; the development 
and background from • .L l t.,S concept to the Dresent time. Chapter 
three is devoted to the history and pl':dlosopb:y of industrial 
arts. Chapter four consists of the different types of school 
shops, selected courses, and the equipment for tho general 
shop course at the Jewell Iligb. School, Jewell, Oregon. Chap-
ter five consists of a su:rmnary and recomF1.endations. 
/ 
/--' 
I ' 
~.,,/ 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
The beginning of industrial arts as one of the 
courses of the public school is not known by writers of ed-
ucational history. However the future of industrial arts is 
a great one. In this present time when time and distance 
means nothlng to man, it is important that the student learn 
not just one trade as was wise fifty years ago, but many 
trades to lrnep up with the vast industrial empire in which 
we live today. As education expands and rroves .forward, . so 
must the general shop courses offered in our high schools 
and in our grade schools. 
Part A 
Early His to1'y 
The primitive man f'ound it necessary, in unorganized 
form., to seek food, build shelter, and nmke clothing for him-
self and his family. He learned to use the things aro1..md him 
and his hand to produce the things that he wanted. At first 
j_t was a c1'ude art, then it became a skilled art, to be 
handed down from generation to generation. Thus we have the 
beginning of industrial arts. 
Egyptain Civilization. It is a known fact that the 
people along the Nile River in Egypt were one of the first 
to leave their savage ways and become civilized. It was here 
l.._..i 
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that m.embers of the Ec;ypta:l.n race bec;an to specialize :Ln the 
different trades su.c11. as carpenteI' 1-rnrk, ship building, and 
bakinc;. At first it was a trade handed dm-m fron1 fa:n1ily to 
family, then younc people ac;rec::::d to work for several yeaJ:s 
for other lndividuals to be taught a trade. 1I1his was the 
beg:l.n,_'1-ine; of apprenticeship. Struck in his, Foundations of 
Industrial Education, restates a definition of an apprentice 
taken from, Wis2_g_ns:tn Statues of 1917. The dofini tion is: 
( 27, page 2) • 
'J..lhe term apprentice shall mean any minor, s:L.X-
teen yeaps of age or oveP, who shall enter into 
any contract of service, expressed 01" implied, 
whereby he is to rece::'Lve f'Pori1 or through his 
employer, in consideration for his services in 
whole OI' in part, instruction :i.n any craft or 
business. 
The Hussi1:m Plan. Though there were several outside 
influences which affected educat:Lon in t1:1e United .States, 
. the first p:robably was the tecbnlcal and trade instruct:Lon 
started by Della Vos, of tl1e In1per'ial Technical Institute 
of 1'Joscow, Russia, in 1863. This n1ethod of training is some-
times called the Hussian System of manual training. The 
courses instituted by Della Vos were just formal courses in 
tool instruction. Bawden in his, Industrial A1,.,ts in Hodern 
Edu~ation, said the Hussian course of study was arranc;ed on 
the t'ollowing three levels: ( 2, page B~_). 
1. Care and use of tools. 
2. Elements of construction, such as typical 
joints used in the wooclworkins industries. 
J. Application of these tools, processes and 
elements of construction to actual projects. 
The influence is still felt in the present day teaching 
of industrial subjects. 1I1hese influences are surrmiarized in 
the following statement by Priese. (11, page ~l~). 
1. The course of study was based upon occupational 
analysis. 
2. Courses were built on the principle of working 
from the simple to the complex. 
J. Subject matter was organized for teaching pur-
L~. 
5. 
/ 
o. 
poses. 
Teaching methods were developed. 
Pupils were train.ad in groups rather than singly. 
Progress of the pupil could be determined at any 
time. 
7. Both individual tool sets and benches and general 
tools were included in the equipment. 
8. Pupils worked from drawings they had previously 
made. 
9. Separate shops were established for the different 
equipments or trades. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Models and charts were hung on the walls of the 
shops. 
'l'he time required for learning a trade was 
shortened from that required under apprenticeship. 
The accuracy required increased as the course 
progPessed. One model was completed befope another 
was begun. 
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The outstanding fact about the Hussian system is that 
it was the first to use scientific principles in analyzing 
the mechanic arts and basing courses of instruction on these 
analyses. 
S_loyd. Otto Salomon was the father of educational 
sloyd in Sweden. It was he wJ:-w took advantage of the move-
ment for instpuction in the manual arts as a paPt of common-
school education and established schools at Naas in 1872. 
In discussino; the aims of educational sloyd, Bennett stated: 
page 67). 
The s·wedish system ••• was worked out by an educator 
whose p1~imapy interest was the enrichmen.t of the 
education of all children dur:Lng the elementary 
school period, recognizing individual capacities and 
individual speeds in learning: it was an indiv-
....,.1 idual-production system, not a mass-production system 
of general education. 
All the objects mado in educational sloyd were to be 
8 
useful. The main purpose was to train working men I s cb.ildren 
to love work, and to teach these children to uso their 
hands as they would need to do in the future. 
Develo1Jn10nt of Manual 1r1-.aining. In France educational 
manual training evolved from an ec.rly type of shopwork in-
struction which was mainly economic in its purpose. It had 
no system of education and ignores the industrial condition 
of the country. 
Clauson-Kaas, of Der.rn1ark, was invited to Berlin to lec-
ture and from this lecture a society for the promotion of 
industrial work in the home was established in 1876. rrhis 
orc;anization sent a teacher to a course under Clauson-Kaas 
and upon his return to Germ.any he started a boy's wo1"k 
school wher•e brusbrnaking and several other shop subjects 
were taught. 
In En;~land manual trainine; was started to help the lower 
classes of people. The Industrial Revolution, by working the 
lower class of people and their children, brouc;ht about the 
need for trainin~ these workers. 
The educational movement that influenced the early dev-
elopment of manual training most was that which established 
art and technical schools. '11his was done in order to provide 
skilled workers for the industries. This movement grew out 
of the vast industrial competition between all of the major 
countries of the world. 
Manual Training in the United States. 'rlie development 
of manual training in the United States was influenced by 
the important changes that took place in Europe. 
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Industrial training in the form of industrial drawing 
was introduced by law into the public schools of Massachu-
setts in 1870. It reached its greatest period of growth be-
tween 1880 and 1890. During this period shopwork cour'se s were 
introduced in many public schools. Bennett gives the follow-
ing dates as being significant in the development of manual 
tr•aining in the United States. (.5, page 558). 
H380 
1rS80 
1881 
1881 
1882 
1882 
1884 
1887 
St. Louis Manual Training School opened. 
Workingman's School opened in New York City. 
Woodworking Tools, How to Use Them, America's 
first textbook on school shop woodworking, 
published. 
New York Trade School opened. 
Dwie;ht School Experiment in Boston. 
Montclare, New Jersey, bei:san to teach manual 
training in the elementary schools at public 
expense. 
First publicity supported manual traininc; high 
school opened in Baltimore. 
The Manual Training School, by C. M. Woodward, 
published. 
Next came the 11 Hanual Arts 11 • In the manual a1·ts schools 
more ern.phasis 1,ms placed on designing proble:ms to be made in 
the school shop rather than to follow through with a series 
of set exercises. This was the first effort made to recog-
nize individual differences and a beginning was also made in 
the extension of school shop in other trades. 
Part B 
Develoument of Manual Arts in America 
----·--- -- ---- --- -
Around 1900 there was seen a gradual change taking 
._.,-· 
\~ 
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place. The emphases was placed on manual training and in 
the point of view held toward it. It was during this time 
that the individual pupil began to choose and design his 
own projects. The first appa1"ent organization of industrial 
a1"ts instruction on a general shop basis was accomplished 
by Boner and Russell at the Speyer School of Columbia Un-
iversity in 1910. 
Twentieth Century Development. The newer 11 manua1 a1"tsn 
point of view there developed four outstanding plans of shop-
work. These methods are found in the book Reconstruction of 
Industrial Arts Courses, written by Snedden, Warner, and 
others. They are: (26, page 4-5). 
1. The Ettinger Plan (Dr. l"lilliam L. :~ttinger f orrr1erly 
superintendent of schools in New York City) was the 
unit shop plan, where a student was routed through 
a series of special or unit shop. 
2. The Gary Plan, (developed under superintendent 
William lrlrit of Gary, Indiana) provides for in-
dustrial experiences in a form of productive 
work tmder the direction of an experienced tra-
desman. 
3. The Russell-Boner Plan (of Teachers College, 
Coluro.bia University) provides for a series of 
general contacts with industrial materials in 
a 11 generaln or 11 composite 11 shop. 
li-• The Pi ttsbux•e;h Plan is a combination of the Ett-
inger and Bonser plans, where a student during the 
first year is placed in a general shop to discover 
his interests and aptitudes and then spends the 
rest of his time in a unit shop. 
It took several years to develop these plans. In each 
of these plans there is more emphasis on educational and 
guidance values than on the occupational training values 
which had been stressed in earlier manual training. 
In the article Fortv Years of Vocational Education on 
___ ..,,,_ --- -- ----- ------- -
the Pacific Coast, by Bert Lawer, he gives a general dis-
crlption of the development of manual trainin3 in Oregon. 
He says: (32, page 299). 
About forty-five years ago, as one of the fil"st 
teachers of manual training in Oregon, I recall 
how primitive our methods and equipment were 
cornpared with to-day. Even in high school, pra-
ctically no machines were in use, and in the 
grades the work generally followed the Swedish 
Sloyd system. In Portland, Oregon where the work 
started about 1902, the department was under the 
supervision of Hr. Standley, a hi13hly trained 
English craftsman. l1ir. Standley put the wo1"k on 
a splendid basis, and his work grew wide attention. 
Wriat a change is found in the schools of to-day, 
where high schools are equipped with machine shops 
and woodworking machines equal to those used in 
small manufacturing industrial plants. 
11 
The Development of the General Shop. The general shop 
was originated a few years before World War I, and has pro-
greased rather rapidly since. Newkirk and Stoddard in their 
book, 'l1he General Shop, gives this definition: (21, page 11). 
1rl10 general shop is a broad group of educative in-
d us trial arts activities embracing technics of shop 
oPganization and teaching method which enables a 
community, whether large or small, to present a un-
ified core of content based on life needs as s1-rnwarized 
in these aims: developmental experience interp1"e-
ta ti ve of the major phases of the world's industrial 
work, handy-raan activities, consU111er I s kr10wledge and 
appreciation, guidance, hobbies, social habits, and 
(for a very small per cent) vocational preparation. 
Later Newkirk in his book, 0I'ganizing and 1I1eaching 
the General Sh(2J2, defines the term thus: (22, page 15). 
Shops that are planned and equipped to teach two 
or more distinct types of shopwork at the same 
time under one teacher are general shops. 
The Present Day General Sl~op. The general shop permits 
students to work with many different tools and materials, 
·~· 
which is the reason for its popularity in the schools. A 
well organized shop program will be successf'ul and eff-
12 
ective in any size school; on any level whether junior 
high school or senior hi3h school. Students need to explox'e 
in order to understand, appreciate, and learn to manipulate 
tools, materials, and products. 
School administrators are becoming aware of the great 
need of general s}1ops in the schools. Thus we have more and 
better equipped shops with each passing year. 
CHAP'fiJ.;R III 
HISTOHY AND Pnn:.,oso.PHY OF INDUSTIUP,.L ARTS 
Before one can reach any degree of' attaimnent in any 
field of endeavor he must have a creed or belief in the 
thing he wishes to accomplish. In establishing any type of 
industrial arts program, one must be fruniliar with the 
history and philosophy of industrial arts. In this chapter 
a brief history and philosophy of industrial arts will be 
presented along with a list of objectives and definitions 
of industrial arts and the general shop. 
Part A 
Basic Philosophy of Industrial Arts 
The basic philosophy of' industrial arts is and always 
has been the welfare of the common man. r:L1he first important 
discovery of man was probably fire. The discovery of fire 
brought about many discoveries and occupations grew·, so 
learning how to do things became more and more necessary 
in order for man to compete with his fellowmen. The man 
who could make the best implements becam.e richer and so was 
set apart from others as a skilled and well informed man. 
The philosophy of m.anual activities has been included 
in writings from the beginning of written history. One of 
the most important purposes in the educational life of man 
has been how to make a living. Earl-;;,r man had to learn to 
hunt and to fight. How to build houses and how to cook were 
later accomplishraents. 
Current Vie'W})oints of Industrial Arts. A person :may 
formulate the idea that industrial arts is a new area in ed-
ucation., but this is not· true. Industrial a1°ts is one of 
the oldest forms of education known to man. However it did 
not become a pa11 t of what was later called formal school ed-
ucation, because, education for many centuries was not for 
the masses but for the upper class of people. Discoveries 
and the progress of man through the years has depended 
greatly on the common man and the use of his hands. 
Industrial Arts in the United States. The first att-
empts to promote industrial arts in the United States came 
around 1870. It had been for groups only. Then Della-Vos 
planned and devised his work so that it could be taught in 
an orderly mam1er. Vlendt in his article., HA Brief History 
of Industrial Arts and Vocational Education11 , in the April 
· 19L1.6 issue of the Industrial Arts and Vocational Education 
magazine lists these aims as follows: (34, page 153). 
1. By furnishing an outlet for the constructive 
impulses, it supplied what so far had been 
lacking in general education. 
2. It made school training more purposeful. 
People could recognize a more defj_ni te 
relationship between school and industry. 
Leaders in the movement, however, never did 
believe that it would replace vocetional 
training. 
J. The cultivation of habits of industrial 
training was felt to be very important. 
4. I1anual training in the schools was e.xpected 
to develop a respect for the manual labourer 
and so raise the status of the working class. 
One can readily see that those aims are somewhat related 
to the objectives that are used as guiding principles in 
industrial arts. 
~rhe four rn.ost important figures in the development of 
manual training in the United States were Jobn D. R1.,mld0, 
Calvin M. Woodward, Frederick G. Bonser, and Charles c. 
Richard. These four gentlemen, and rnany others, made gr'eat 
contribution toward the development of the present day in-
dustrial arts program. 
Calvin _;u. 1,foodward. In ltl73, Woodward, who had been 
exper'imenting with manual education in a secondary school 
associated with Washine;ton University, recornmended the in-
troduction of instruction in handwork into all secondary 
schools as a part of the general education of all boys. In 
1879 he established the Manual Training School of Trfashington. 
This was probably the first time shopwork was ever offered 
without any direct or inm1ediate motive. 
Woodward in his book, Manual Training School, had this 
' ' ' 1-h t . b ' . f R . 1 30 p~ ,-~e 2'?7 ,) • 
~o say aoou~ ~Le con ri u~ion o _ussia: \ , . ab 
To Russia belonf;s the honor of having solved .the 
problem of tool instruction. Others had admitted 
that practice in using tools and testing materials 
should go hand in hand with theory; but Russia 
first conceived and tested the idea of analyzing 
tool practice into its element and teaching the 
elements abstractly to a class. In their hands, 
manual tool instruction has become a science. Her·e 
is the point where the best manual training schools 
differ radically from the ordinary system of app-
renticeship. In tho latter, the learner acquires 
the arts involved in a piece of work incidentally, 
and gene1°ally without a conscious analysis; in the 
former, the arts are made the direct object of his 
study and attention. Their subsequent cornbination 
(which may or may not follow in his school exper-
ience) is a very simple matter. 
American leaders in industrial education had not 
discovered a systematic method of presenting tool in~ 
struction. Therefore the Russian system was welcome. 
J"9hn Q. Runkle. Runkle had become conscious of a 
problem similar to the one that had confronted vfoodward. 
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He had formed sorn.e ideas as to solving these problems. 1:L1hen 
in 11376, Runkle visited the Centennial at Philadelphia and 
saw his ideas in the Hussian system. He had noticed that 
the small ntm1ber of students iriho had entered the mechani-
cal engineering course and who had a knowledge of shop-
woPk readily secure positions upon graduation, while others 
with no shop experience were rather slow in gettin0 em-
ployrnent. Runkle believed it was best not to tr>ain a person 
to master any partieular trade in school, but to cultivate 
skill in 11 the elements which under0 lie all industrial pur-
suits". In referring to his experience at the exposition 
Rlmkle said: ( 30, page 3). 
At Philadelphia, in 1876, almost the first thing 
I saw was a small case containing three ser:Les of 
mddels, one of chipping and filing, one of forging, 
and one of machine-tool work. I saw at once that 
they were not parts of machines, Out simpl;:r graded 
n:iodels for teaching the manipulations of those arts. 
In an instant, the-problem I had been seeking to 
solve was clear to my mind; a plain distinction be-
tween a mechanic art and its application in some 
special trade becmne apparent. 
It was through the x,econmendations of Hunlde that the 
school of Mechanic Arts in Boston was established. This 
school was opened to boys who had graduated from grammar 
school or to those who could pass examinations in arithmetic, 
geography., and English composition and who were less than 
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fifteen years of age. 
Frederick Bonser. In 1913, Bonser, professor of ed-
ucation at Teacher I s College, Col 1J.mbia University enlar·ged 
the conception of industrial arts in the elementary school. 
He believed that elementa1"y education neoded reformed. He 
insisted that industrial arts, as a school subject, should 
rank along with other subjects offered. To emphasize his 
philosophy he wrote the following in hls book, Life Needs 
and Education. ( 6 par.rn 109). 
, - I.. .. J 
Prom this standpoint, it will at once appear that 
primary emphasis will not be placed upon produc-
tion of industrial conrmodities, but rather upon 
intelligence and cultivated taste in their choice 
and use. In no single field will all of the chil-
dren function as producers, but from every field 
worthy OJ~ study they will all function as con-
su:.mers. 1rl1e latest problems are those of develop-
ing as appreciative understand:ln::'. of industry as 
it is at the present time, realizing its social 
problems and cultivating intelligent judgment 
and appreciation in the selection and use of in-
dustrial products. 
Bonser.ts conception of industrial arts expanded the 
ideas of Dewey. He believed that the choosins and con-
su1nption of indust1"ial comrn.odi ties was more important than 
their production. 
Charles Richards. Hichards is probably known best by 
an editorial in a 190)~_ publication the Manual Training 
1'fagazine in which he suggested that the term industrial 
arts be used in place of manual training. He based his 
contentions on the fact that the prevailinc trend ·was to 
stx,ess the elements of industrial fundamentals to civil-
ization rather than the outmoded disciplinary thought of 
m.anual training. The following condensation of Richard's 
editorial quoted from William Bawden 1 s book, Leaders in 
Industrial Education, will serve to give his viewpoint: 
(3, page 2J-2L~). 
As evidence of a change in our point of view we 
are leaving be}1ind the purely disciplinary 
thoue;ht of manual training. As long as con-
structive work represented an instrrnnent to 
train the mental pmrnrs throuc;h the hand, man-
ual training constituted a workable and fairly 
suggestive title. But now we realize that there 
is no such thing as a training of seneral powers 
through special exercises, and at the same time 
we are beginning to percel ve the imrnense content 
meaning of our field. 
~·Je are beginning to see that the scope of our 
work is nothing short of the elements of the 
industries f'undamental to modern civilization. 
Instead of devoting our attention to miscel-
laneous and more or less meaningless projects, 
we seek in an orderly way to develop insight 
into the basic industries of our times, and 
knowledge of some of the steps through which 
these have reached their present forrn. 
Behind every other subject in the curriculum. 
is a body of ideas of fundamental meaning 
and importance. The industrial arts stand 
for one of 'the most vital and important phases 
of modern civilization. We should discard.the 
term, manual training, as both inappropriate 
and misleading. 
In the hope of enlisting consideration and 
discussion the writer proposes the term, 
industrial a1°ts, which indicates a defi-
nite field of subject matter. The word arts 
i,s inclusive of both the technical and es-
thetic elements, and the qualifying word 
points spec1fica1ly and comprehensively to 
the special field of our material. 
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Richard's suggestion was favorably recieved. Teachers 
began to use the new term and today nindustrial arts 11 has 
almost completely replaced the form.er term 11 manual trainingn. 
Although he was not the first to conceive the idea, he was 
one of the first to include a design course intended es-
pecially for teachers of manual training. 
Part B 
A Philosophical Idea of Industrial Arts 
A person must have a clear idea of the subject to est-
ablish a philosophy. To completely understand the term n1n-
dustrial arts 1i, one must carefully consider its definition 
Definition. ':Che term n ind us trial arts n, has been de-
fined several diff'erent ways by many leaders and wri teI'S. 
Al though the words may dif'fer, in general the meaning and 
interpretations are similar. 
horn.a, Bulletln in 1951 gives 
arts. (33, page 1). 
The Industrial Arts in Okla-
-- - --
this definition of industrial 
Industrial a1"ts is a c;roup of school subjects that 
contrib-i.1tes to the attainment of the goal of general 
education by furnishing guided experience j_n tb.e use 
of tools, materials and machines, and insi~ht into 
those phases of industry that have becom.e an lmport-
ant part of our soc :Lal cul tu1·e • 
The def:Lnition quoted indicates that industrial arts is 
a subject designed to provide the student with a knm-rledc;e 
and sorne experiences in the modern advancen:tents of an in-
dustrial wo1"ld. Industrial arts is a course that is help-
ful in preparing students for life in an industrial demo-
cracy. 
Objectives of Industrial Arts. Industrial arts, as a 
part of general education, does not have a set of objectives 
which :'Lndustrial arts alone supports, but it does make tm-
,;,---. 
(~ 
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ique contributions to objectives which are common to the 
entire school program. In the report, Improvinp; Instruction 
in Industrial Arts, it gives the following objectives of 
industrial arts. (31, pages 51-9). 
1. Inte1"est in Industry. To develop in each pupil 
an active interest in industrial life and in 
the methods and problems of prodt1.ction and 
exchange. 
2. Appreciation and Use. To develop in each p1~11· 
the appreciation of good design and worlrnmnship 
and the ability to select, care for, and use 
industrial products wisely. 
3. Self-discipline and Initiative. To develop in 
each pupil the habit of self-reliance, self-
discipline, and l"esourcefulness in meeting prac-
tical situations. 4. Cooperative Attitudes. To develop in each 
pupil a readiness to assist others and to 
join happily in group undertakings. 5. Health and Safety. To develop in each pupil 
desirable attitudes and practices 1r.ri th respect 
to health and safety. 
6. Interest in Achievement. 'I'o develop in each 
pupil a feeling of pride in his ability to do 
useful things and to develop worthy leisure-
time interests. 
7. Orderly Performance. To develop in each pupil 
the habit of an orderly, complete, and efficient 
performance of any task. 
8. Drawings and Design. To develop in each pupil 
an understanding of drawinf:;s and the ability 
to express ideas by rneans of drawing. 
9. Shop Skills and Knowledge. 1110 develop in each 
pupil a measure of skill in the use of common 
tools and machines, and an understanding of the 
problems involved in corrifnon types of construction 
and repair. 
Objectives are very good, but a1"e meaningless unless 
they are put into practice. 
In the Industrial Arts in Oklahoma, Bulletin, the 
policies corn:mittee formulated the following objectives for 
industrial arts. ( 33, page 2L~). 
1. Industrial arts is complementary to other school 
__.) 2. 
J. 
L!-• ,_,, 
., /. 
6. 
7. 
n 
CJ• 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 15. 
16. 
17. 
subjects and provides opportunities to apply 
knowledge learned in other school subjects. 
Develop an apprec:l..ation of applied lmowledge and 
skills. 
PI'ovides a knowledce of industrial draw:1.ng, the 
language of industry, and methods of expressing 
ideas b-,y rneans of drawings. 
Contributes to later vocational efficiency. 
St:tmulates students' knowledge and appreciation 
of good design. 
Instills a satisfaction in personal creative 
achievement. 
Develops the ability to analyze a job into its 
processes and oreanize them into correct pro-
cedure. 
Contributes to cons1.1rner knm-Jledge and induces an 
application of the value of industrial materials 
and the need for their conservation. 
Trains in industrial and hor,10 safety ( includine; 
fire prevention). 
Acquaints students 1,Jj_ th ind us trial inf onua tion 
and induces a recognition of the standards of 
industrial attairunent. 
Develops avocational interests. 
'.I1rains individuals to be more resourceful in 
dealing with the material problems of life. 
Stimulates correct attitudes toward an orderly 
shop and home and their environment. 
Aids in making vocational choices. 
Develops qualities of leadership. 
Develops cooperative attitudes in work habits. 
Develops an appreciation of the dignity and im-
portance of the occupatior1 of one I s neighbor. 
Part C 
A Philosophical Id~ o·: tl~ General ShOJ?. 
The general shop was originated a few years before 
World War I, and has progressed rather rapidly since the 
war. It differs greatly from traditional one activity 
shop in that several a1"eas of wo1..,k are covered by one 
teacher at the sarne time. It is the solution for the small 
town industrial ar>ts program. 
Definition. In the book Organizing and Teaching the 
General Shop, by Newkirk: he defines the term general shop 
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( ' 
. ..,,, 
( r.:'.) Thus: 22, page l.:;i •. 
Shops that are planned and equipped to teach two 
or more distinct types of shopwork at the same 
time under one teacher are general shops. 
none teacher11 and 11 at the same time 11 are phrases 
that are emphasized in Newkirk latest definition. 
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Objectives .9f'._ the General Shop. The principle ob-
jectives of manual training was the development of a high 
degree of skill through manipulative processes with one 
kind of material. This aim is not as important as that to 
be realized through the general shop, namel~r, the acquiring 
of lmowledge o~ a variety of materials and processes rather 
than the development of a high degree of skill using only 
one material. 
':L'he policies committee, for the American Vocational 
Association Bulletin, lists the following objectives: (31, 
page ~J~). 
1. Construction of useful products. 
2. Problem solving through pupil plan sheets. 
3. Figuring cost and followin0 logical procedure. 
L1_. Drawing, sketching, design, and color. 5. Pupil personnel manae;ement system. 
6. Safety and health. 
7. Good housekeepinc. 
8. Maintenance of tools and :machines. 
9. Conservation and utilization of resources. 
10. Nomenclature of tools, machines, and technical 
terms. 
'\ 
A PUHPO:SLD COURSE Ol<i t.YTLiDY 
An attempt has been made to formulate a tentative pro-
gram for the industrial a1:-ts classes of the J·ewell fi:Lgh 
School, J·ewell, Oregon. As our society is al1-mys changing 
from year to year so must the ind us tr•ial arts proe;r·mn cr:cange 
to keep pace. The tentative plan is perhaps more than ca11. be 
done in one year, however, one rnust plan more than can be 
accomplished thus giving max:Lmum possibility for change. 
An adult class is held one ni2;}1.t a week during the 
school year. 1'his makes it necessar·y for a broad and in-
elusive program. The progrmn must include the beginnins 
student as well as the adult. 1l'he interest is good among 
the patrons in the district and with some added features 
in the industrial a1°ts prog1·am, the1°e sll.ould be even more 
interest. The interest the patrons take in the industrial 
arts program tends to help the interpretation program of 
the school. 
It is believed that although such a program is not the 
ideal one, but it does go far towa1·d producing a much more 
compI'ehensive program than has been in effect in the com-
rnuni ty. It is felt that this is the beginning. The real test 
comes with the results of a working program and the changing 
of those parts which do not worlc out as planned. It will be 
a continuous program being continued from year to year. 
F'igure I 
PROPOSED SCHEDULil: OF' G-_ti_;:CJI:i:FU\.J:.1 SHOF CLASSES FOR THE 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS COUHSBS Di THE J"::}dEI.1L.i HIGH ;SCHOOL 
. 
. 
. Ind. Arts Grades . Grades . Periods 1J O. Students: . . . 
. Sub :i ects 7,:::8 . 11&12 per week: per class . . 
: 'Woodworking I 0 18 wks 5 4 
. 
. 
~ Woodworking II~ lfi wks 5 . 8 . 
Industrial 
Drawing I 6 wks }~_ 
Indust1"ial 
Drav.r:lng II 6 wks 5 8 
Leather 6 wlrn 6 wks 5 ~- Cc 8 
Plastics 6 wks 6 'tvks 5 L~ D; 8 
Leather, plastics, and mechanical drawing will be off-
ered to the seventh and eigth grades. Each of these subjects 
will be offered for a period of six weeks. The remaining 
eighteen weeks will be devoted to woodworking. The sarae sch-
edule is established for the high school, only the require-
ments of the courses will be different f1"orn that of the sev-
enth and eighth grades. None of these courses have been off-
ered before so both groups will be begirn1,ers. Hext year a 
second course of study will have to be established to take 
care of the advanced groups. 
Part A 
Leather 
Earliest authentic historical records go back nearly 
5000 years. F1rom the carved stone tablets left by the Ee;ypt-
ians of those times, we learn that these people knew about 
leather ?-nd valued it highly. 
Raymond Cherry, in his book, General Leather Craft, 
says: ( 7, page 9) . 
'll1e first American explorers found that the Indians 
were quite skillful in the art of tanning leather. 
It is not lmm,m just ho·w or when they gained their 
Jmowledge and skill. 
Leathercraft is one of the best crafts for beginners as 
well as for advanced students. It is easy to provide the mat-
erial and requires a small amount of eqtlipment. Many useful 
and beautiful articles can be made frmn leather, therefo1..,e, 
the work is well worth while as a part of the school cur-
riculum. Leathercraft not only provides the students the 
opportunity to rn.ake things they see and want, but it pro-
vides pleas1J.rable experiences that fascinates all students. 
From the standpoint of appreciation of design and color 
harmony leathercraft can well be incorporated into any 
school program. Much of its value lies in its leisure time 
activities. Accuracy and application may be learned thJ.,,ough 
handicraft of which leatherwork is one of the most fund-
amental. The major objective of art leather work is to dev-
elop desirable habits of thinking and manipulating mat-
. erial things through analyzing, plarming, and performing 
,,,--·-
~ 
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,l general and artistic work in leather craft within the abil-
\ ( 
/ 
I 
ity and interest of the student. It affords opportunities 
for job planning and producing and the development of art'."" 
is tic abilities and .appreciation. 
Kind of Craft Leathers. 
1. Tooling Leather 
· A. Calfskin 
B. Cowhide 
c. Steerhide 
2. Non Tooling Leather 
A. Alliga to1" 
B. Lizard 
C. Ostrich 
Dye~ and Stains. 
1. Water Dyes 
2. Oil Dyes 
3. Spi1"i t Dyes 
Tools and their Use. 
Tools 
1. Skiving knife 
2. Fid. 
3. Drive_ punch 
LJ.-. Revolving punch 
5. Thonging chisel 
6. Tracers 
. 7. ilfodeler 
8. Deerfoot 
Anitine Dyes Hix with water. 
Oil Dyes Nix with turpen-
tine. 
Powdered Dyes These are solu-
able in alcohol. 
Use 
Skiving and cutting. 
Open thonging slits. 
Punching holes where 
revolving punch will 
not go. 
Punching holes. 
Hake thonging slits. 
!J:1racing desi6ns on 
leather • 
Embossing and back-
ground. 
Putting do'\tlm back-
ground of desicns. 
Tools 
9. Snap attaching set 
10. Eyelet settin[~ plmch 
11. Edge creaser 
12. Mallet 
13. Steel square 
Fundamental 0-oerations. 
1. Design making 
2. Layout 
J. Cutting leather 
4. Preparing leather for tooling 
5. Transfering design 
6. Outline tooling 
7. Plat modeling 
8. Embossing 
9. Stipple background 
10. Punchlng holes 
11. Lacing 
12. Eyelet and snap buttons 
13. Leather sewing 
Hi-• Cleaning 
15. Cement 
16. Finishing 
Projects. 
1. Car key case or book marks 
2. Comb case or coin purse 
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Use 
Setting buttons and 
bag plates. 
Setting e;yelets. 
Creasing belt edges. 
Striking thonging 
chisel. 
Layout and cutting 
leather. 
'__.I 
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J. Belt or billfold 
4. Book cover or ladies purse 
Plan of Procedure for Leather Projects. 
With the aid of tracing paper you may trace a design 
from a picture or outline. 1J.1l1e design can be natural or ab-
stract, but be sure to keep the design in one-fourth of an 
inch from all edges of your project. 
Cut the leather to shape using a metal or heavy paper 
templates with a leather knife. Be sure to cut the leather 
on a cutting board. 
Dampen the leather ·with water. When the leather comes 
back to its natural color, place the tracing paper over the 
leather and trace the desicn with a tracer tool. Be sure to 
tape the tracing paper to the leather to prevent the paper 
.from slippin2~ around and making a bad design. 
Remove the tracing paper and deepen the design on the 
leather with the tracer unt:Ll the des:Le;n on the leather is 
deep brown in color. 
Apply glue arom1.d the parts to be laced one quarter of 
an inch from edge. Trim the corners to be round using a lea-
ther knife and the template. 
Lay off a line 3/16 11 from edge ·with a straight edge or 
dividers to locate the lacins holes. Be sure to keep the 
line light. Punch lacing holes or slits with a thongin2~ chi-
sel. Use a tb.r·ee or four prong thongine; chisel or a thonging 
punch. 
Clean the leather with a prepaI'ed mixture of oxalic 
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acid and water. Be sure to use a clean rag to keep from dis-
coloring the leather. 
To apply a leather finish use Neat Lac. To apply use 
a clean cloth and allow to dry about ten minutes before 
appl-;;ring second coat. 
When lacing be sure to keep the outside or grain side 
of the leather toward you. After the project has been laced, 
use a rm·Jhide mallet and tap lightl;y- all the way around to 
set the lace. Install snaps, buckles, etc. 
Part B 
2lastics 
Histor:;y: and Develqpment. In this era of many astonishing 
industrial developments, probably no industry has under gone 
such a rapid growth and development as the plastics industry. 
The plastics industry really began in 1868. Joh."'1. ·wesley 
Hoyatt was searching for a new material to be used as a sub-
stitute for ivory in the making of billiard balls. Cell-
uloid was the first knoln1. plastic, since then h1.mdreds of 
types have been produced. Tb.e American Vocat:i_onal Associa-
tion Committee in the 1946 bulletin, In1proving Instr•uction 
In Industrial Arts, states the f;ollowing concerning plastics: 
Plastic craft is becorning important in the list of 
industrial-arts offerings. It will be observed that 
many of tbB operations involved in plastic craft are 
basic in other areas. Woodworkine;, turning, and 
:metalworking, elements are represented in this new 
field. Changes are taking place rapidly in the 
develop1nent of plastic :materials and in the 
nu111ber of applications and uses that can be 
made of them. The usual general shop equip-
' ; ,..., 
ments will serve for this work, and it is recom-
mended that instructors seek to increase the use 
of these additional materials and experiences. 
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'I1erminolog~y. A dictionary of technical terms defines 
the word 11 plastic n as 11 capable of bein[~ molded or rrwdeled. 11 • 
The ter-ra nplastic 11 is a concmercia1 rather than a scientific 
phraseology, because I'Ubber and glass are easily formed into 
any desired shape during processing and retain tl1at SL.ape 
after cooling. 11he ·vrnrd 11 plastic 11 now generally applies to 
the synthetic products of cbBmistry. 
Classification. Plastics, depend:1.ne; on their ph:rs :'.'...cal 
properties, may be classified as thermoplastics or tl1.re:m.o-
setting material. Thermoplastic :rn.aterials can be formed into 
desired shapes under heat and pressure, and becomes solid 
when cooled. You can change the fo1'111 in any desired shape 
OJ: form by reheating and appl-;;;inz pressure. 
Plastics may be classified also according to their 
chemical sources. The twent;y or more known basic types fall 
into four general groups. 
1. Cellulose plastic 
2. Syntb_et:i..c resin plastic 
3. Protein plastic 
4. Natural resins 
Cast phenolic resin plastic is used in all school shops 
and crai't work. They are especially brilliant with unusual 
beauty of color and depth of lustJ'.'e. 
Tools and their Use. 
---
Tools 
1. Steel square 
2. Try sq1rnre 
J. Dividers 
4. Scratch awl 
5. Hack saw 
6. Jewelers sa-t·J 
7. Chisels 
8. F'irmeI' chisel, 1/8n 
9. Drills; carbon 
straicht shank 
10. Taps and dies 
11. Countersinkers 
12 • Auger bit . 
13. Hand drill 
114-. Ball pein hammer 
15. Chain nose pliers 
16. Srm;1.ll screw drivers 
Use 
Used as a guide in 
laying out lines. 
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Used to lay out and 
to test squareness. 
Usod to lay out cir-
cles and divide 
spaces. 
Used to mark lines 
and center holes for 
drilling. 
Used to cut rods, 
special shapes, 
sheets and grooves. 
Used to cut out ir-
regular shapes and to 
pierce. 
Used to help square 
ends of rods. 
Used for cutting 
grooves. 
Used for drilling 
holes for screws. 
Used for cutting 
threads. 
Used for countersink-
ing holes. 
Used for drilling 
holes. 
Used for holding 
twist drills. 
Used to set drive 
screws. 
Used to cut wire and 
drive screi.rn. 
Used to set screws. 
Tools 
17. Steel bench rule 
18. F'iles 
19. Hand screws 
20. Buffing and 
polishing wheels 
21. Carving tools 
Pundamental Operations. 
1. Designing 
2. Lay out stock 
3. Cutting 
Li-. Squaring 
Use 
Used as a straight 
ed;;~e and ruler. 
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Used for rough fin-
ish and square ends. 
Used for clamping,, 
for holding, cement-
ing, and sawing. 
Used for finishing 
projects 
Used for carving 
5. Drill, bore, countersink holes 
6. Tap holes 
7. Thread plastic rods 
8. Cut grooves 
9. Veining 
10. Carving 
11. Inlaying 
12. Overlaying 
13. Rough finishing 
lL~. I='olish 
15. Cement 
16. F'inish 
Projects. 
1. Letter openers 
2. Shade pulls 
3. Belt sli.des 
~--
Hinc.;s 
5. ·w. .,. .,.iOUSe rri.:m1bers 
6. Dress cli.ps 
7. Paper weights 
0 Ash tray u. 
9. Candle holder 
10. Letter holders 
11. Lamps 
12. Picture frarae 
13. Cigar box 
14 .. Powder box 
Plan of Procedure for Plastic Pro;jects. In beginning 
plastics, the instructor should select the first project 
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so the student will learn the fundarr1ental operations. The 
project should be small and have forxn as well as fu11etional 
purpose. 
Lay the template on a plastic sheet, and trace wi.th a 
pencil. Do not remove the paper from the plastic until the 
project has been cut out and filed down to the penci.l line. 
Remove tho paper from the plastic and sand wi.th a wet or 
dry garnet paper. After all mill marks have been removed by 
sanding, the next step is polishing. All pieces are polished 
before work is assembled. Edges which are to be joined to-
gether with cement, drive screws, or some other means are 
not pollshed. 
3L~ 
A polishing head with two cloth buffing wheels 1»:rill aid 
greatly in bringing out the beauty found in plastics. 'l'he 
speed on a polishing head 1,,Ji th 6 J.nch buf'flng wb.eels should 
be about 2500 H. P. E. 11he buff inc; wheels should turn tol,rard 
the work. Apply some buffing cornpo1,,md to one of the wheels 
while it is runn:1-ng. 
Hold the plastic against the wheel on the lower part of 
the wheel with light pressure. Nove the plastic back and 
forth as you polish. 'I'he first cmnpound used should be 
coarse enough to cut or remove all scratcbBs left by the 
7 /o Trrnt or dry garnet paper. 
Remove all scratches and finish the polishlng on the 
other wheel to bring out the color and beaut-;/ found in the 
plastic. This last operation will take only a few seconds if 
all scratches were removed by the first buffing. 
Surfaces to be cemented rnust be perfectly flat and the 
joints must fit ti6htly. Fol" a good joint the 
only be sanded smooth, not polished. Cemented pa1°ts 
should 
will tend 
to creep if clamps are used. To prevent this creeping and 
to insure perfect aligrunent of all parts when the cement has 
set, sm.all metal dowels ma;; be used. It will take a cemented 
joint from four to ten hours to set at room temperatul"C-3. 
Part C 
Mechanical Drawing 
Definition. r11he term nrn.echanical drawingn is properly 
applied to work involving tl1e use of instrurnents. lfochanical 
drawing develops the power of visualization, trains in exact-
I"'-"' 
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ness of thousht and if taken to a higher degree teaches the 
student to read and write tho language of the industries. 
Mechanical drawing is a universal lane;uage of' drawin[s. 
:F'rench and Svensen in their' book, Mechanical Drawinc:;, says: 
(10, page 1). 
'l'lms when words fail to give a complete 01· accurate 
descript1on, we find books, magaz1nes, and nmJ"Jspapers 
us:l.ng pie tures, diagrams, and drawln::ss of various kinds. 
Words alone cannot explain in detail hoi>r a house or 
building should be built. In order to omit hurnan visualiza-
tion of construction a universal language of mechanical 
dr'8:vving is used. 
Tools and their Use. 
Tools 
1. Drawing penc:lls 
2. T-square 
"> r-1- • - 1 "' I r:' 3 Q 
.:.>. 1riang e,:, Lf>,, , 
and 60 degrees 
11 .• Draw:Lnc; board 
5. Scale 
6. Compasses 
7. F'rench curve 
8. Dividers 
Use 
Draw:Lne; 11nes. 
Horizontal guide 
1:1-nes. 
Vertical guide lines 
inclined lines varying 
by 15 degrees. 
Hold paper and a 
smooth workj_ng 
surface. 
1':easurinc; lines and 
proportional feet 
and inches 
Dra-wine; arcs and 
circles. 
Drawins ir'regular 
curves. 
Dividing lines into 
spaces. 
•rools 
9. ~C'ape 
Use 
Holding paper to 
drawing board. 
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10. Ames lettering 
guide Hake guide lines for 
letters and numbers. 
Plan of P1°ocedur~ for:: Drawing_. 'rl-ie fi1·st step of drm11ing 
is the squaring of tb.0 drawin6 paper on the drawing board 
with the aid of a 'I1-square, and taping the paper to the 
board. Hark off the paper in one inch. squares, with the aid 
of the ~-square and 60 deGree ancle. Divide the sheet into 
four equal squares, to acconnnadate each of the four drawings 
on one plate. 
Using only a pencil, free hand the orthographic pro-
jection to scale. Then change the orthographic projection 
to isometric drawin;ss. 
Ma1"k off the drawinc; paper into four equal sections •. 
With the aid of a T-square, scale, and pencil, draw the 
orthographic projection and di:mension. Hale, HcGinnir, and 
Hill, in their book, Introduction to. Applied Draw:1..nc;, says: 
(15, page 2_5). 
In placing dimensions on the drmring, it should be 
re:meJ?1bered that they are written instructions to a 
worlrrnan to mako a project. 'I1herefore, they must be 
clear, distinct, and placed 1,-rhere the workman can 
readily find them. As a rule, dimensions are placod 
outside and between the views. However, they are 
sometimes placed directly on the views, if it tends 
to make the drawing more easily understood. As a 
final check to your drawinc, see that enough dimen-
sions are given so that each rn .. rn1ber of the project is 
defined clearly as to shape, size, and position. 
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Demonstrations. 
1. Center lines 
2. Cutting plane lines 
3. Dim.ens ion lines 
4. Section lines 
5. Invisible line 
6. Extension lines 
7. Weight of lines 
}?art D 
WoodwoJ'king 
History of~ Woodworki11g. All down through the a:::;es, 
wood has played an important part in hmaan progress. Wood 
was first used by man as a weapon to defend himself against 
anirn.als. He then learned to use it for heating his home and 
for cooking his food. Wood was also used for shelter, tools, 
and furnitu1~e. I.fan 1 s first chair or table was a log he pulled 
into his cave. 
Hunt and '.:Pate in their book, J:Iand ·vfoodworkin0:, says: 
( 17, page 8 ) • 
There have been many different st7fles or periods of 
furnittJ.re design since man first bee;an to construct 
furniture for his home. In early days, furniture was 
used only by rich or noble people of the land, ·while 
the n1asses used only crude benches and stools. It is 
important for the beginner to realize that classific-
ation of furnitu.re styles at best is imperfect. The 
earliest styles are designated by nMIBS that cover 
:qmny centuries, such as Egyptain, Greek, or Roman. 
The dates of thBse styles overlapped from each other. 
Later these styles were designated hJ nrunes of ruling 
monarchs, such as Louis XVI, Q,ueen Arn-ie, William and 
Mary, and Victoria. In the eighteenth century, names 
of designers or cabinetmakers were used to indicate 
a particular or independent style. During the eic;ht-
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eenth century, the Geor'gian period, developed J.n Eng-
land, was brought to America. This period was cmnposed 
of many styles, developed by men whose names bocame 
associated with those styles--Chippendale, Adams, 
Eepplewhlte, and Sher'aton. 
Kinds of Wood. ~Chere are over 15,000 different species 
of trees, but not all of these are used for lvxn.ber. Trees 
are divided into two classifications, hardwoods and soft-
woods. The hardwoods are called deciduous, meaning that 
they lose their leaves every year'. 'l'he softwoods are can-
ifers, they are cone or needle bearing trees. 
The :rnost co:nJJnon types of 1/voods found in our school 
shops are cedar, oak, walnut, maple, and phill1pine rnah-
ogany. 
Another classification of wood is made in according 
to the closeness or openness of the grain. Wood is either 
open srained, mediluu open-e;r'ained, or close g1,ai:ned. A very 
good example of open-grain is oak. Ma-ole is a gooc1. exa:n1ple 
of close-grain. An example of a mediwu open-grained wood is 
birch. 
Stains, Fillersi Sealers, and Finishes. 
Stains. 
1. Water stains 
2. Spirit stains 
J. Oil stains 
4. Chemical stains 
Dissolve aniline dyes 
in hot water. 
Dissolve aniline dyes 
in alcohol. 
Oil soluble colors 
in linseed oil. 
Dyes with chemicals. 
' 
'-~ 
Paste Wood Filler. 
Sealer. 
Finishes. 
1. Shellac 
2. Varnish 
Tools and their Use. 
·Tools 
1. Pencil 
2. Knife 
-::, Hules ..) . 
I 
L~ • 1'ry Square 
6. Dividers 
7. Miter square 
() 
u. Crosscut saw 
9. Rip saw 
10. Back sa-w 
11. Planes 
12. Router plane 
13. Grind stone 
l~-. Oil stone 
15. Cabinet scraper 
16. Hand scraper 
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Twelve parts boiled 
linseed oil 
six parts J·apan drier 
one part turpentine. 
Shellac. 
Resinous subst:ance. 
Resin or gum in lin-
seed oil. 
Use 
Narking lines. 
I1Im.0ldn~ lines. 
}\[easurlne; • 
J/;easur::tng and squar-
ing. 
Laying parallel 
llnes. 
Circles and arcs. 
Marking Li-5 degree 
rn.i ters. 
Cutting across grain. 
Cutting grain. 
Cuttin3 to fine line. 
To plane board 
smooth. 
Cutting dado joints. 
Sharpenine; tools. 
Sharpenlng tools. 
Scraping wood. 
Scrap in:_; wood. 
17. Chisels 
113. Drills and bi.ts 
19. Screw drivers 
20. Countersink 
21. Depth guar;e 
22. \tfood rasp 
23. Clamps 
2L~. Hammer 
25. Hallet 
26. Glue pot 
27. Brushes 
28. Nail set 
29. Band saw 
JO. Universal saw 
31. Jointer 
Ji'undamental Operations. 
1. Function of project. 
2. Standard in size. 
J. Design. 
4. Sources of project. 
5. Slrn t chlng. 
6. Types of joints to be used. 
7. Scale drawine;. 
8. Type of wood. 
9. Tools needed. 
Cutting wood. 
Boring holes. 
Settinr screws. 
'I1aper holes for' 
screw heads. 
:Sarine; holes to 
depth. 
Inside curve where 
scrapers will not go. 
Holding. 
Dr:Lving nails. 
'I'apping on metal. 
Glueing wood. 
Painting. 
Setting nails be-
low surface. 
Sawing curved ed3es. 
Cuttin:; boards. 
Jointin?; boards 
smooth. 
~-1 
10. Type of fasteners to be used. 
11. Sanding. 
12. Finishing. 
fJ>o.jects. 
1. Cutting board. 
2. Book ends. 
J. 'rie rack. 
4. Kitchen shelves. 
5. Bird house. 
6. Magazine rack. 
7. End table. 
8. Corner shelves. 
9. Cedar chest. 
10. Chest of drawers. 
11. Night stand. 
12. Candle sticks. 
13. Larnp s • 
14. Chair. 
Plans of Procedure for 'vfoodworking. The cutting board is 
to be made with the use of hand tools. '.I'he finished size of 
·' 
the project will be; tb.iclmess 3/4 inch, width 7 1/2 inche·ti, 
and length 13 1/2 inches. 
Select a straight close grained board and cut to rough 
size, 7/8, 7 3/~-, and ll~. If the board is ·warped, place the 
convex side up and plane with the grain. 
First plane a workilii.g face and test it three ways with 
a framing square, (1) with the grain, (2) across the s;raln, 
I 
~ 
and ( 3) diagonally across the corners. Nark the wo1"king face 
with a single pencil line. Select the best edge, and plane a 
working edge. Test for straightness and for being square with 
the working face. Mark the edce with two pencil lines. Guaze 
to widtr1, using the marldng guage. Cham.fer corners opposj_te 
the work edge, but do not chamfeI' over guage llne. Plane the 
working end and test for straightness and squareness with 
working edge and face. :Measure and rn.ark to lensth 1.rning a 
sharp knife and try square. Saw off waste stock, leaving 
1/16 inch for planin0 to true size. Chamfer corner on sec-
ond end and plane to the line. Plane second side and face, 
testins for squareness. 
Neasure a l 1/J~ inch arc on both corners of one end. 
Saw off waste stock and round with a chisel. 
Using a 1/~- inch chamfer stick lay off ro1.u1.d top of 
board and chamfer. Check ane;le with a Li-,5 degree 'J:1-bevel. 
Bore a 5/8 inch hole in the center of the board l 1/2 
inches from end on rounded corners. 
Sanding the surfaces and edc;es smooth with sand paper. 
Wax the board and allow ten minutes to dry. Put second coat 
of wax on after drying, polish with a clean soft cloth. 
C HA.P'fi::H V 
r-ehe proe;ram of industrial arts in high school has been 
undergoing a change in the last thirty years. A careful 
study of the history and development of industrial arts in-
dicates that the general shop idea has developed since World 
War I. Undoubtedly it is best suited to the high school level 
and has become popular because of its flexibility and explor-
ator·y nature. The general shop is a shop equipped to teach 
more tb.an one subject at the same time under one teacher. 
Its chief purpose is to provide exploratory experiences and 
industrial information. 
SurrJmary. The study includes the progress of' :lndustrlal 
arts from the time of its beglnning to the present tir11e. Also 
presented is the European development and the .American dev-
elopment and their influence on the present status of indus-
t1·ial arts. 
Six weeks periods, one for plastics, one for leather, 
and one for drawing will be offered to both the high school 
and the gr·ade school students. Since there has not been an 
industr::tal arts program before, the first year all the stu-
dents will be beginners. E::tghteen weeks will be devoted to 
woodworking. 
Another course of study will be established next year 
/ 
< ... 
"-'' 
·when there will be both advanced and begixrning students. 
There will be many problems and points to be cb.anged. With 
the constant work of the industrial arts teacher a more per-
feet program can be established. 
The Industrial Arts Teacher. The industrial arts tea-
cher must possess the same culture and refinement that is 
expected of teachers in other bI'anches of the school system. 
The industrial arts teacher needs as much shop training as 
is practical in the usual four-year undergraduate courses 
and some advanced study. It should be pointed out that the 
indl1strial arts teacher should not be expected to teach a 
vocation, but a course rich in opportunities for explora-
tion and guidance. 
Recommendations for Purther Study. In making this study 
it was found that theI'e was an inadequate amount of concen-
trated publlshed in.formation available for persons w}10 are 
interested in industrial arts. The writer realizes that this 
contribution is concerned with problems of a certain sc~ool 
and would not be adequate for all high schools, even the 
small high schools, for ever;y- school is different. It is 
hoped, however, that this study will help othe~s in similar 
situations. 
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